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Alice + Freda Forever is a gut-wrenching story of love, death, and the dangers of

intolerance."—BustleIn 1892, America was obsessed with a teenage murderess, but it wasn't

her crime that shocked the nation—it was her motivation. Nineteen-year-old Alice Mitchell had

planned to pass as a man in order to marry her seventeen-year-old fiancée Freda Ward, but

when their love letters were discovered, they were forbidden from ever speaking again.Freda

adjusted to this fate with an ease that stunned a heartbroken Alice. Her desperation grew with

each unanswered letter—and her father's razor soon went missing. On January 25, Alice

publicly slashed her ex-fiancée's throat. Her same-sex love was deemed insane by her father

that very night, and medical experts agreed: This was a dangerous and incurable perversion.

As the courtroom was expanded to accommodate national interest, Alice spent months in jail—

including the night that three of her fellow prisoners were lynched (an event which captured the

attention of journalist and civil rights activist Ida B. Wells). After a jury of "the finest men in

Memphis" declared Alice insane, she was remanded to an asylum, where she died under

mysterious circumstances just a few years later.Alice + Freda Forever recounts this tragic, real-

life love story with over 100 illustrated love letters, maps, artifacts, historical documents,

newspaper articles, courtroom proceedings, and intimate, domestic scenes.
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14500485180FORALICE MITCHELL(1872–1898)ANDFREDA WARD(1874–1892)ALICE

MITCHELLNICKNAMES: Allie, Alvin J. Ward,AJW, Freda Myra WardFREDERICA

WARDNICKNAMES: Freda, Fred, Freddie,Patty Sing, Pitty Sing, Sing, Serg. JueqALICE

MITCHELL’S FAMILYGeorge Mitchell, fatherIsabella Mitchell, motherRobert Mitchell, older

brotherFrank Mitchell, older brotherMattie Mitchell, eldest sisterAddie Mitchell, older

sisterFREDA WARD’S FAMILYThomas Ward, fatherAda Volkmar, eldest sister/surrogate

motherJo Ward, older sister, NICKNAME: JoeWilliam Volkmar, brother-in-law/Ada’s

husbandJUDGE, DEFENSE, AND PROSECUTIONJulius DuBose, JudgeColonel George

Gantt, defenseGeneral Luke Wright, defenseMalcolm Rice Patterson, defenseGeorge Peters,

prosecutionMISCELLANEOUSLillie Johnson, Alice’s best friend, NICKNAME: Jessie Rita

JamesAshley Roselle, suitor/romantic rivalLucy Franklin, Mitchell family cookWHEN I FIRST

LEARNED about the 1892 murder of seventeen-year-old Freda Ward by her ex-fiancé,

nineteen-year-old Alice Mitchell, I was riding a New York City subway on my long commute

home from graduate school. I remember it well because I was so engrossed in the act of

imagining their lives, I missed my stop—and then three more. I’d been reading a scholarly

article about the case, but I kept losing Alice and Freda in the academic talk of identity politics

and American modernity.1 And so I’d closed my eyes and tried to hear their voices through the

dense text, to visualize their story.But I had little more than a train ride for such reveries. I was

already a year into research on citizenship, and I was determined to be the kind of historian

who focused on law, not love. Nevertheless, I slowly started collecting newspaper articles

about the Mitchell-Ward case, struck by their sensational headlines and front page placement,

and intrigued by the physical evidence they mentioned—love letters, a bottle of poison, a

father’s razor.After I graduated, I worked as a research curator in the Exhibitions Department at

the New York Public Library. With my personal collection of Alice and Freda materials growing,

and my experience in public engagement deepening, I began to picture different ways of

sharing their story. I longed to tell it on the page—as a nonfiction narrative, not a study—

accompanied by the kind of stirring visuals an exhibition case offered. I imagined a book that

was both written and curated. I wanted readers to see my research, to explore the archival mix,

connect with the material, and draw their own conclusions.Six years after I missed my subway

stop, I found myself walking through Elmwood Cemetery, led by Vincent Astor, a local historian

in Memphis, Tennessee. I was, at this point, thoroughly consumed by the sad tale of Alice and

Freda. The closer we got to their graves, the heavier my body felt. I reminded myself, as I

always do when approaching that very last folder in an archive: you already know how the story

ends. But the truth is, you never really know.Just then, as I was gingerly sidestepping graves,

Vincent paused for a moment and turned to me. “If you’re remembering their names and telling

their stories,” he said in a gliding, Southern drawl, “they won’t mind if you’re stepping on their

toes.”In this book, I hope to have done just that. Alice and Freda’s names—once well known

across America—are now recognized by only a small group of people, and yet, their tragic

story will feel familiar. They were teenagers in love, and they planned to spend the rest of their



lives together. Their relationship—plagued by issues of jealousy and infidelity from the very

beginning—was fraught, in no small part, because it was illicit. In 1892 Memphis, few people

had heard of same-sex love, and even fewer believed it was anything less than perverse.And

from the moment the romantic nature of Alice and Freda’s relationship was discovered, that

was all they heard: It was wrong. It was unnatural. It was impossible. It was forbidden.There is a

good deal of fault to be found in both Alice and Freda—most clearly, of course, in Alice’s

unconscionable act of violence—but two women loving each other, and wanting to make a

home and a life together, is not one of them. And yet, when Freda was six feet underground

and Alice behind bars, it was Alice’s motivation—love, and not the bloody murder—that was

said to be insane. Alice was driven mad by a perverse passion, medical experts would testify.

Their observations were recycled time and time again; more than 120 years later, today’s

readers will find much of that world is sadly familiar to us.While I offer historical context in the

pages that follow, this is very much about Alice and Freda’s short-lived romance. To tell that

story—with so few primary sources, and even fewer trustworthy ones among them—I have

strained to hear their voices in the archives, newspapers, medical journals, school catalogs,

courtroom proceedings, and of course, their love letters. When there was agreement among

sources, I made note of it, and gave those quotations priority. From the very beginning, I

noticed obvious fabrications driven by various agendas, and I wrote that in, too. In order to

bring the reader closer to historical actors, to hear their voices, I pulled dialogue from

courtroom testimony and newspaper articles. In this same vein, the book presents the reader

with over a hundred visual elements.Artist Sally Klann illustrated many of the documents and

artifacts I found in the archives in Memphis, and also outside of it; the design motif in the

chapter headings was inspired by the gates seen throughout Memphis, and in particular, the

entrance to Elmwood Cemetery, where Alice, Freda, and many other people who appear in this

book are buried. Sally artistically interpreted the domestic scenes and courtroom proceedings I

describe in the text, illuminating intimate moments and, in darkly funny turns, imagining how

the faulty reasoning of some of our historical actors leads to absurd conclusions.I DON’T

CARE IF I’M HUNG!FOR DAYS ON END, heavy snow descended on Memphis. The roads

were slick with ice and the wind was chilling, but for Alice Mitchell, home was no refuge. It had

become her prison.Every morning, nineteen-year-old Alice arose from yet another sleepless

night to find a landscape unaltered, a city blanketed in white. Through the frosted windowpane,

she watched her father and brothers come and go as they pleased. No one questioned their

trips downtown or suggested their business could wait until the weather improved. But the

Mitchell women were governed by a different set of rules. And what would Alice say on her own

behalf? The truth was not an option, and she could conjure no lie convincing enough to justify

exposing herself to the tempest outside.So she waited, enduring one anxious, blustery day

after another, until finally, darkness descended, and the house fell quiet.If it continued this way,

she would miss Freda Ward altogether. But Alice refused to let that happen. She had made a

solemn declaration, and she intended to make good on it.In the meantime, she could find no

solace in her house, no distraction through sewing or reading. Alice had no interest in food, in

eating it or making it, and yet she spent most of her waking hours in the kitchen, where she

had hidden the locked box. She would spend hours studying its treasures: the love letters, the

photograph, the engagement ring. It was an archive of heartbreak. It was all she had left.Alice

had shown the ring to Lucy Franklin, the Mitchell family’s African American cook, and shared

her tale of star-crossed love, how her hopes for the future had been so cruelly dashed by

disapproving relations. Even though Lucy was a captive audience, she felt genuine concern for

young Alice, and tried as best she could to console her. This went on for months, but Alice



withheld parts of the story from Lucy, allowing assumptions to stand in the place of truth. Over

time, Alice’s inconsistent narrative grew confusing, but as Lucy would later testify, it hardly

mattered. As far as she was concerned, the story became secondary to Alice’s manner,

unsettling to the point of distraction.But there was no one Alice could truly confide in. Certainly

not her mother, who had forbidden her to see Freda, nor her older sisters, who had long ago

dismissed her as anxious. Even Lillie Johnson, her closest friend, was ignorant of the truth, and

she had been there from the very beginning.Only Freda knew the whole story, and she wanted

nothing to do with Alice anymore. It was as if their love had never existed, her world shattered

by a phantom. The box, hidden in the kitchen, was all she had left, the only proof that Freda

had ever loved her.Before the snow had come, Alice would often claim the family’s buggy and

invite Lillie to ride downtown, a social call that conveniently masked her true goal of

surveillance. But the weather that week had often made prisoners of them all.Twenty-five days

into the New Year, 1892, Alice awoke to a clear sky on the very day she needed it. It was

nearly three o’clock by the time she carefully steered the newly shod horses along the thawing

roads to Lillie’s house. Her friend was caring for a young nephew, but nonetheless readily

accepted the invitation, wrapping herself and the boy in jackets and hats, gloves and scarves.

They soon settled into the buggy alongside Alice, completely unaware of her plan. The only

warning sign was carefully hidden away in her dress pocket.THERE WAS NOTHING

UNUSUAL about two young women from respectable families spending a Monday afternoon

aimlessly riding through downtown Memphis. No one expected them to spend this fleeting time

between school and marriage attending college or working. There was little for them to do but

check the post office, call on male relations at work, and perhaps treat their young charge to a

sugary treat. But it was Alice who held the reins that day, and she had been steering the buggy

toward Hernando Street all along.Lillie was generally obtuse when it came to Alice, to a degree

a grand jury would soon find suspect. She had played accomplice on enough of Alice’s

investigative missions that month to know why her friend slowed the horses to a near-halt

before the widow Kimbrough’s home. Freda and her older sister, Jo Ward, had been staying

there for nearly a month, during which time they had shown no interest in Alice and Lillie, once

their closest friends at the Higbee School for Young Ladies.Lillie had adjusted to this reality, but

Alice could not. The Ward sisters had moved up the river to Golddust, but visited Memphis

often. In the old days, they had almost always stayed with Alice. In the weeks leading up to

such happy reunions, she and Freda would exchange a flurry of letters, with much

consideration given to sleeping arrangements. The goal was always to spend the night

together, alone in Alice’s bed.But when Alice learned the Ward sisters were in town these days,

it was by vigilance or luck. Her sleuthing had yielded general information about this visit—they

would be coming sometime after Christmas, likely staying with Mrs. Kimbrough—but nothing

more. And so, Alice went on self-imposed surveillance duty, riding and walking on Hernando

Street as often as she could, hoping to see Freda through the window, or better yet, to run into

her on the street.Alice had been trying to contact Freda for months. Her letters were returned

unopened, or presumably discarded, until finally, just a week earlier, Alice received a response,

though it offered her no comfort. Freda admitted to being in Memphis, but momentarily leaving

on the Rosa Lee—an impossibility. The city had practically come to a wintry standstill, and

everyone knew the steamers were running on an irregular schedule. Alice studied every line of

the letter, each crammed full of lies and broken promises, and grew apoplectic over her ex-

fiancé’s sloppy attempt to deceive her. The Rosa Lee had most certainly not gone out, and

neither had the Ward sisters.On January 25, however, the Ora Lee was due to depart. If they

had not left already, Alice seemed certain they would leave before sundown on this steamer. If



she were right, Freda and Jo would have to leave Mrs. Kimbrough’s house soon. This was her

moment.Through equal parts perseverance and chance, Alice had learned how to unravel

Freda’s lies over the years, and sure enough, from atop the inching buggy, she watched as the

front door of the widow Kimbrough’s home swung open—and her dear Freda emerged. She

was followed by Jo and another friend, Christina Purnell. They moved toward bustling Front

Street, just north of the customhouse, blithely unaware of the buggy slowly pursuing them

along the busy streets of downtown Memphis. They pushed past the businessmen and workers

heading in all different directions, gingerly sidestepping women clutching their skirts, all the

while tiptoeing carefully over patches of ice and mud.This time, Alice had been right. It was

clear they were headed toward the waterfront. If Freda boarded the Ora Lee for Golddust, there

would be no guarantee she would return to Memphis any time soon, if at all. She might just

marry one of the young men she corresponded with, and move even farther away. Alice knew

this might be her last chance.And what did Freda know, as she made her way to the docks?

She knew there was only one way out of their engagement, just as she knew Alice was not one

to break promises.2THE SURE-FOOTED HORSES PROVED FAR STEADIER on the slippery,

thawing ground than Freda, Jo, and Christina had. Distracted by frequent stops to steady

themselves, they did not seem to notice when Alice’s buggy passed them. Their slow advance

offered plenty of time for Alice to settle the horses in front of the post office, climb down, and

watch the trio approach. Alice’s eyes locked on Freda.She searched Freda’s face for an

invitation, open to a wide range of signals. In days long gone, Freda had gone on about the

many expressions she pulled, each look imbued with meaning. And now, despite all evidence

to the contrary, Alice was sure, at the moment the young women passed by, that she had seen

Freda wink with her right eye. It meant, “I love you.”It was the sign Alice had been waiting for all

along, and she took it as an invitation. The time had come.“Where are you going?” Lillie called

out from the buggy, as Alice sprinted off in Freda’s direction.3“I am going to see Fred once

more,” she shouted over her shoulder, using her pet name for Freda. Lillie stayed behind. The

horses needed looking after, and so did her nephew, but in truth, Alice had never invited her to

come along. It was not going to be that kind of parting.Freda was not faring well on the slippery

slope. She stopped often to regain her balance, while Alice moved toward her with

determination. By the time they reached the north gate of the customhouse grounds, Alice was

upon them.Alice reached into her dress pocket, her fingers sliding over Freda’s last letter, in

search of her father’s razor. She had been carrying it around for months, waiting and plotting,

but the grade leading down to the waterfront was not the destination she had imagined. Alice

knew where people congregated, and where the crowd thinned. She needed to get Freda

alone. There could be no intervention.The streets swirled with faces, both familiar and not,

allowing Alice to move undetected. She had hoped it would remain this way until they reached

the steamer, but Christina Purnell noticed their old friend suddenly lurking beside them. There

was no more time to waste. Turning from Christina’s disbelieving eyes, Alice leaned in toward

Freda’s face, as if to kiss her cheek.“Oh!” Freda shrieked.“You dirty dog!” Jo screamed as she

watched blood pour down her sister’s neck, staining her dress red. She grasped the only

weapon she had, the long umbrella in her hand, and lunged toward Alice.It was no match for

the razor. Alice had only intended to harm one Ward sister that day, but the umbrella enraged

her, and she turned her blood soaked razor on Jo, slicing at her collarbone.“Leave my sister

alone!” Jo yelled, with now her own gaping wound. She had lost her only means of defense. In

the scuffle, Alice had gotten hold of the umbrella, and proved more successful in using it. She

lunged at Freda, knocking off her hat.“Alice, you dirty dog,” Jo screamed again, a last ditch

effort to distract her as Freda made a dash for the boat. “You’ll hang for this!”“I don’t care if I’m



hung! I want to die anyhow,” Alice shouted back.A pool of blood stood in Freda’s place, and

Alice, seeing that it formed a trail toward the steamer, took off in its direction. Bleeding and

disoriented, Freda struggled even more on the icy slope, allowing Alice to easily catch up.It

took just one more slice, this one all the way across her throat, before Freda crumpled onto the

ground.And that was when Alice noticed people moving toward them, their eyes focused on

Freda. Alice had only realized half of her plan—but the rest would have to wait. Razor in hand,

she sprinted back up the hill, leaving the love of her life bleeding on the railroad tracks.THE

GREAT DRAMAALICE AND FREDA MET at the Higbee School for Young Ladies, where well-

to-do white Memphians sent their daughters. Together, they roamed the hallways with Freda’s

older sister, Jo, and Alice’s bestfriend, Lillie. The foursome was well known, as was their

coupling. Alice and Freda had made no attempt to hide their relationship: their kissing and

hugging and hand-holding was certainly noted by those around them. But Jo and Lillie were

also seen with their arms linked, sharing meaningful glances and speaking in hushed

voices.During the Victorian era, proper American women were not to speak of their desire for

men, let alone show it, but demonstrative relationships with other women were considered

unremarkable. In Memphis, “chumming” was the regional term for intimate female friendships,

but it was by no means particular to Eastern Tennessee. The poet Henry Wadsworth

Longfellow called these romantic friendships a “rehearsal in girlhood of the great drama of

woman’s life,” a kind of training ground for the main event, the courtship by a young woman’s

future husband.4But for Alice, this was no rehearsal.In Europe, sexologists were just beginning

to define same-sex love, but this nascent research had barely reached American soil; the word

lesbian would not be in circulation for another forty years. In the South, a white woman from a

respectable family was bombarded with a consistent message at home, school, and church:

She was expected to play the role of wife, and then the role of mother to as many children as

her husband desired. A couple like Alice and Freda had no name for what they felt for each

other, no adults to advise or serve as examples, and certainly no literature to call upon.They

went to the theater often enough to know that actresses could play male roles convincingly, but

that was likely the furthest either of them saw gender boundaries pushed—and even then, this

deviance was safely contained within the realm of playacting, much like the notion of

chumming itself. Once the curtain came crashing down and the house lights blinded the

audience, the rules of society were reinstated. The actresses discarded men’s costumes in

favor of their own dresses, as if to acknowledge their male characters belonged within a very

small and specific space, for a limited time only.American newspapers would later speculate

that French fiction, full of risqué tales of same-sex love and other noteworthy acts by libertines,

had possibly influenced Freda’s murder. But even if English translations of books by novelists

Honoré de Balzac, George Sand, or Théophile Gautier made it to Memphis, it was unlikely that

Alice would have happened upon them.If Alice had indeed read those French novels, she

might have realized that other women shared her desires. She seemed to feel trapped by

emotions she understood to be unique, and may have taken some comfort in the idea that

there were other women in the world to love and, more importantly, who would love her

back.But would French novels have really made a difference, either way? Alice’s obsession

with Freda was so great, so all encompassing, that any tale of alternate domesticity was

unlikely to alter their tragic ending—even if the tale was their own.5FREDA WAS FAR MORE

CAPRICIOUS with her affections, as Alice would soon realize, but in 1891, their greatest

challenge was geographical. Freda’s eldest sister, Mrs. Ada Volkmar, had moved to Golddust, a

small town on the Mississippi River, and their father, the widower Thomas Ward, soon followed.

He relied on Ada to look after Freda and Jo, but the new city offered him more than just help



with his younger daughters. Back in Memphis, Thomas had been a machinist at a fertilizer

company, but in Golddust, he was able to work as a merchant and a planter. Things were

looking up for the Ward family.Alice and Freda had no choice but to make the best of it. They

no longer lived in the same city, but when they visited each other, they did so for weeks at a

time. Every day was spent together, every moment precious.The nights were advantageous,

too. After they kissed their families goodnight, it was expected that they would share a bed,

their bodies close, their movements obscured under the covers.Long visits spent in such close

proximity had a downside, too. It became harder for Freda to hide her infidelities from Alice,

and even harder still to escape her anger over them.Late one night in December, the Mitchell

home was still. The entire family, with the exception of Alice, was fast asleep. She lay in bed,

alongside Freda, wide awake. In her hand, she clutched a bottle marked POISON.Before falling

asleep, Freda had admitted to loving not one, but two men. The sun would rise soon enough,

ushering in the day Freda would return to Golddust, where she would once again move freely,

far from Alice’s watchful gaze. As the hours passed, Alice concluded that either she or Freda

would have to die. Laudanum, a potent mix of opium and alcohol, was easy to procure for

various aches and pains, but it came with a warning. The solution was highly concentrated,

and fatal overdoses were not uncommon. If Alice could get enough past Freda’s lips while her

beloved slept, the drink would likely be her last.Alice would eventually write out a more

comprehensive list—“How to Kill”—but that night laudanum was her only option, and she could

hardly guarantee there was enough for both of them. And so she lay there, inches from her

love, contemplating how many doses she held in her hand.And that was the scene that greeted

Freda when her eyes fluttered open. She was sharing a bed with a young woman who was

deciding whether or not to kill her. The night was fraught, with Alice openly brandishing the

bottle, and Freda too scared to close her eyes—and yet, Freda stayed in that bed with Alice.

She never called for help, and she never told the Mitchells, or her own family, what had

happened.Daybreak did nothing to quell the drama. Laudanum in hand, Alice followed Freda

onboard the steamer that would soon leave for Golddust, cornered her in the stateroom, and

locked the door behind them.“Marry whomever you want,” she said, and downed the bottle

herself.DIE, ALICE DID NOT, but the aftermath could not have been pretty. A laudanum

overdose did not guarantee death, but symptoms like insufferably itchy skin, constricted

breathing, and obstructed bowels may have made her wish it had.If nothing else, it was clear

that Alice needed a better plan, one that took control of the situation. If things continued this

way, Freda would be married soon enough. She might settle in Golddust, near her family, or

worse yet, move to where her husband’s people lived. Alice needed to find a way to possess

her love completely, to make her ineligible to all bachelors.Alice’s own future would soon come

into question as well. Whether she liked it or not, the cult of domesticity was the prevailing

value system in the United States and Britain, and it identified the home as the proper sphere

for women of Alice’s race and class. She had certainly been told this at Miss Higbee’s. The first

page of the school’s catalog stated its educational aim quite clearly: “The Systematic

Development of True Womanhood.”6 The four cardinal virtues—piety, purity, submissiveness,

and domesticity—were not only taught in schools, but reinforced by magazines, cookbooks,

newspapers, literature, and in church every Sunday.7Alice was adept at discouraging suitors,

but that would be difficult to maintain, especially if her family forced the issue. If she relented to

pressure and married, there would be babies, one after the other, both her own or those of her

siblings. She would be expected to help maintain the household, with little-to-no autonomy or

authority over anything, including her own body.If she did not marry, her father and brothers

would decide her fate. The options in that scenario were clear: Alice could continue to live in



her parents’ home, as her older sisters had, or with her married siblings.Alice seemed to want

out of the Mitchell home and into her own, but it was not as if she could just go out and get an

apartment, or the job she would need to pay for it. Occupations for women were extremely

limited in the 1890s, especially for her class. Of the 8,200 women employed in Memphis in

1891, 2,200 were white, and the majority of these wage earners were servants and

seamstresses, and they still ended up in someone else’s home, whether it was their family’s,

their employer’s, or a boarding house. They were rarely from well-to-do families like the

Mitchells, working out of necessity, and yet, only about three percent made enough to claim

economic independence.8One way or another, a man would be the head of Alice’s home, and

she would live the kind of life he saw fit. The other Mitchell women seemed perfectly happy to

spend day after day inside, with women like Lucy Franklin tending to the household’s daily

demands. Their hours were spent in a state of perpetual anticipation, filled with leisurely

activities like mending and knitting, writing letters, and reading the Bible. Whether they enjoyed

these tasks, or regarded them as mere distractions was immaterial; everything depended on

the Mitchell men. Any time Alice’s father and brothers came in the front door, their needs were

prioritized above all else.The kind of power Alice craved, the right to come and go as she

pleased and, most importantly, fully dominate Freda, could only be wielded by a man.And so

Alice would have to figure out a way to become one.MR. AND MRS. ALVIN J. WARDALICE

HAD YET TO FIGURE OUT how to transform herself—a plump, handsome woman—into a

man, but she knew how to act like one. If a man wanted to spend the rest of his life with a

woman, he proposed, and in February of 1891, Alice did just that. She could not make her

intentions known to Freda’s family or procure Thomas Ward’s permission, but she could ask

Freda to marry her, and that was all that mattered. She sent the proposal in a letter, and in

return, she received a fervid acceptance.Still, Alice sent two more letters, each one containing

the same proposal. Acceptance was binding, she warned, and Freda agreed to her terms each

time, posting an equal number of sanguine letters back to Memphis.Of course, it would be

nearly thirty years before women had the right to vote in America, and more than 120 years

after Alice and Freda’s engagement, same-sex marriage is still illegal in the state of

Tennessee.But for Alice and Freda, these were just details, minor problems in need of creative

solutions.They devoted themselves to the task with absolute secrecy. Alice’s brother, Robert

Mitchell, would later recount their letters in court, many of which emphasized Freda’s role as a

“true woman,” an obedient, faithful wife.In another document, Alice gives her ideas of what a

model wife ought to be and do. She must never deceive, must know how to keep house, must

know how to cook, she must be able to sew on a button and must be her first love and her last

love. She closes the essay by saying if a certain browneyed girl keeps her promise she will

show a model husband and wife within a year. This reference is, of course, to Freda.9At the

time, however, no one, not even Jo or Lillie, suspected anything out of the ordinary existed

between them, and Alice was determined to keep it that way—even if it meant denying herself

in the present.A nineteenth-century reader would not have suspected the dispatch was actually

a love letter, even though it was teeming with machinations.10 Every turn of phrase could be

explained through the lens of a tender, albeit impassioned, female friendship. There was

nothing unusual in the politics of cliques reaching a fevered pitch during sleepovers, especially

over sleeping arrangements. Alice appears considerate in her letter; she wants Freda to know

that she prefers her, but does not wish to injure the feelings of another.Exchanging small gifts

was equally unremarkable. If the rose Alice mentions was not a euphemism, it was a perfectly

respectable gift. It not only suggested affection for gardens, an acceptable interest for proper

young women, but it was also very thoughtful. There was some effort involved in procuring the



perfect rose, and perhaps it was of particular importance to Freda, who no longer lived in

Memphis, but may have shown an attachment to its flora.The rose was hardly the most lavish

gift Alice bestowed on her intended. She had been secretly saving small sums of money, the

bulk of which she reserved for their elopement and setting up house, but in June, she made

one large purchase: an engagement ring for Freda. She obviously gave the purchase much

thought and consideration, engraving the ring, “From A. to F.” And of course, she told no one

about it.Freda was far less discreet, happy to display their love whenever possible—the more

conspicuous and dramatic, the better. To avoid suspicion, Alice argued that they should be no

more demonstrative than Jo and Lillie. She thought further exhibitionism put their future in

peril.But to Alice, it was worse than imprudent—the lack of seriousness this immodest behavior

implied seemed to really bother her. Schoolgirls went chumming as an imitation of what was to

come, not living what had already arrived. Couples who were betrothed in earnest, which is

what Alice believed them to be, did not behave that way. Either way, in order to make it to the

altar without suspicion, Alice reasoned they should appear to be the unexceptional half of a

socially acceptable quartet.IF ALICE HAD A POST-ENGAGEMENT POLICY, it was to pass.

They were to continue to pass as girls chumming, and then later, Alice was to pass as man. At

first, it was a practical measure, a necessary façade until a long-term plan could be formed, but

over time, it became the plan itself. Passing as a man was more than just a way to hide a

relationship between two women; as a man, she could claim all of the rights and

responsibilities of a husband, too.Alice never expressed a desire to be a man for any other

reason than marrying Freda, so there is little to suggest that she saw impersonation as

anything more than a means to that end. She may have been inspired by examples from

history. Joan of Arc kept her hair short and wore military attire while fighting the English during

the Hundred Years’ War, and in America, hundreds of women passed as soldiers in the Union

and Confederate armies during the Civil War.Alice had definitely seen actresses disguised in

men’s clothing, wigs, and makeup at the theater, and it seemed to influence her transformation

—the adornments, that is, but not the gestures. If she studied the mannerisms and word

choices of men, practiced deepening her voice and displaying the chivalrous behavior

expected from Southern gentlemen, she made no mention of it. She did, however, discuss

ordering a suit and fashioning her hair into a style worn by young men. If it would please Freda,

Alice promised to grow a mustache. She would shave the loosely scattered, light hairs that

grew above her upper lip, hoping that each new growth would get her closer to darker, bristly

stubble.Freda, who longed to be on the stage, was delighted that their plan now contained

wardrobe considerations. She played an active role in shaping Alice’s character, mixing

elements from their old life with that of their new one, as husband and wife. Freda loved calling

Alice by her pet name, Allie, and thought “Alvin J. Ward” to be a similar, agreeable name.It was

careless to keep Freda’s last name, an obvious clue for whomever the family would inevitably

send after them, but it was just one of several curious choices the couple made. Even though

Mr. and Mrs. Alvin J. Ward wisely opted not to settle in Memphis, a city teeming with people

who knew them and their families, they nevertheless planned to marry there.Even stranger still,

Freda promised to enlist her own family’s reverend from Grace Episcopal Church to perform

the marriage ceremony. Freda was said to have had a lovely singing voice, and when the

Wards lived in Memphis, she often performed at the church. It is hard to imagine that the

reverend, who had so often seen the seventeen-year-old surrounded by the Wards, would

officiate Freda’s nuptials without questioning her family’s conspicuous absence, or why she

would choose to have the ceremony downriver from the city in which they all lived.There was a

backup plan involving the local justice of the peace, though it seems likely that he would have



been familiar with either the Wards or the Mitchells. There was no third option. By all accounts,

they were confident they could marry in Memphis and then light out for St. Louis, where they

would live happily ever after.Alice was convinced that they would succeed. She had not

proposed in three separate letters, reiterating her terms, out of sheer excitement. There had

been too many misunderstandings between them, too many volatile elements; Alice wanted to

make sure Freda took their commitment seriously this time. In each letter, she made it clear

that there was no going back.If Freda broke off their engagement, Alice promised to kill her for

it.PRICE THE PISTOLSBY JULY, THERE WAS TROUBLE. Amid their post-engagement

euphoria, plans for the future took shape, but their reality remained the same, and so did their

behavior. Alice was still jealous and possessive, and Freda as flirtatious as ever.Ashley

Roselle, a twenty-three-year-old postmaster from Featherstone, Arkansas, was not the first

man to court Freda, but he seemed to be the most serious. And Freda, despite being involved

in a clandestine marriage plot with another, did nothing to resist his overtures. If anything, the

photograph and letters she sent Ashley’s way did much to quicken his pursuit.Even with eighty

miles between them, Alice was no fool. Whenever she visited Golddust, she met as many of

Freda’s new friends and neighbors as possible, with an eye toward recruiting informants. Back

home, she would write to them, as well as to those she had not met but knew of. She wanted to

ascertain their impressions of Freda, and find out whether she was being courted by yet more

suitors. In Memphis, Alice exploited chance encounters with people who knew Freda for

potentially damning scraps of intelligence. There was no guile in her investigative approach, no

attempt at artifice or reserve; she openly advanced on anyone who might have information.It

did not take long for Alice to learn about Ashley Roselle, and to make her displeasure known.

Freda responded with her usual ambivalence; a dash of concern, a pinch of regret, but in the

end, she was always an incorrigible flirt. In a letter to her betrothed, Freda callously reviewed

her love for multiple suitors and reminded Alice of her desire to be onstage, yet another threat

to their life together—all the while promising lifelong fidelity.The whole courtship process

seemed to be a game of youthful dalliance that Freda greatly enjoyed; proposals were like

trophies, accolades she enthusiastically accepted without seriously considering what came

after. And yet, Freda continually assured Alice—or rather, Alvin J. Ward, her fiancé—that their

marriage would inspire fidelity, and she would embrace the virtues of true womanhood. Freda

blithely encouraged the transition, never truly grasping the peril the terms of their engagement

put her in.As proof of sincerity, Freda enclosed a copy of a letter she had supposedly sent to

Ashley.True to form, Freda followed a gesture meant to quell jealousy with one that

immediately inflamed it. It just so happened that Ashley was sure to be at a picnic Freda had

also planned on attending. She promised, as if her word were reliable, that she would not

speak to him—despite admitting to loving him.“I will stop,” she assured Alice in a letter, “I will

always be true to you hereafter.” Marriage, Freda promised, would fix all of their problems.
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Crystals_Library, “How Unique!. How unique!?Alice + Freda Forever is a true crime book

written about a murder of a same-sex partner by the other partner. I think this book is perfect

for someone who wants to try true crime reading.The book is written by a museum curator and

she wants to share Alice + Freda's stories with exhibits. These exhibits are done with

illustrations. I love the illustrations. In many true crime books, you will find actual photos. Being

that this crime took place in the 1800's, I find the illustrations to be a perfect addition.The

author provided footnotes throughout the book and an exhaustive bibliography at the end.”

Holly, “A WELCOME WINDOW TO MY FAMILY HISTORY. I am a great-great niece of Alice

Mitchell and am so happy to have found this detailed story of her experience. The memories of

my grandmother, her niece, were tantalizing but very incomplete as were the copies of

newspaper articles that I collected at one time. Naturally, I longed for more in-depth insight.

Couldn't be happier with the thorough and respectful way that Alexis Coe has treated the

subject and the principal actors. I'm also so glad that she included commentary about the

historical and sociological aspects of this event, as the subject is intellectually quite fascinating

as well. My only regret, so far, is that I have not yet been able to contact the author. Thanks,

Alexis.”

Lindsay Dahms, “A compelling look back at a shocking story of love and murder. In this

beautifully written and illustrated book, Coe takes us back in time to a world where the idea of

love between two women was so utterly inconceivable, it was diagnosed by leading medical

"experts" as insanity. This book documents the true story of love between two young women in

the late 1800's Memphis -- a love which leads to brutal murder when one of the women

believes herself to be betrayed. At the heart of this book is the personal story of these women,

which is beautifully brought to life through their love letters and illustrations throughout.

Although we know from the onset how the story ends, Coe's writing keeps you engaged until

the very last page.Beyond the personal story at the center of the book, Coe does not hesitate

to tackle the broader issues related to gender politics, race, mental illness, and the role of the

media that frame this story and provide context to the sometimes shocking decisions made by

the people who actually lived these events. And while some issues and decisions may come

across as shocking, sadly others will still feel familiar to modern readers. It is a commentary on

how far we have come, and how far we still have to go.Although the events in Alice + Freda

unfold over a hundred years ago, the personal emotions (love, heartbreak, jealously), politics,

and broader social issues make the story feel incredibly relevant today. It was a pleasure to

read and I highly recommend to anyone interested in a thoughtful look back in time at an event

which once shocked the nation.”

Leslie Cox, “Must read. I’ve honestly never heard about Alice or Freda before. Their story is



both intriguingly sensual. The author is an amazing historical scholar and curator. I would

absolutely recommend this read. It’s hisotirxally accurate and curated throughout with

gorgeous illustrations.”

Hadar Aviram, “Meticulous Research and Lively Narrative. The perfect compromise between

meticulous social history research and a lively, artistic literary narrative, this book tells the story

of a crime that shocked the Victorian south: a teenage girl who murdered the girl she was in

love with. The book includes the account of the crime and the trial, insightfully exposing a

society that had no vocabulary or understanding of the love that led to the crime. The

illustrations are clever and sensitive and the story is a real contribution to queer history.”

Anne B, “A Great Read!. I just finished this book and find myself still thinking about the story.

While it was non fiction it read like a novel. The author had researched Alice and Freda's story

so well that it was as if she was recounting a story of two people she had known well. She was

able to compile an enormous amount of research into a very readable book. Her writing style

has such great energy and continues in this mode from start to finish. The book itself is very

attractive and the red speaks to the passion that Alice felt. There is so much background

material that is brought into play as well, the times they lived it, the world that was created for

them and the world that was soon to change. The seriousness of the subject is enhanced by

the wonderful illustrations. During the book you can imagine what a character would look like

but to have them so beautifully illustrated is yet another draw of this book. Reading this book is

an experience that takes you to Memphis at that time and is a history lesson that resonates

even today.  I have recommended it to all my friends.”

Ms.Vickie, “A Strange Glimpse!. Being from Memphis, I thought it would be neat to read a book

about my birth place. It seemed the ending just stopped (it that makes sense). I had thought I

had lost my place on my Kindle! lol All and all, it was a decent book and gives you a glimpse of

how things use to be. A strange glimpse, but a glimpse indeed!”

Craig Taines, “Its story should have been told sooner , but it's not to late now .. A beautiful book

that's simply Genious . The author is a Genious that is the same s her work .”

The book by Alexis Coe has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 110 people have provided feedback.
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